
Preface

I recall during my early years as a clinical psychologist being asked by hospital 

staff  to speak with a 32-year-old man addicted to alcohol who was being discharged 

following treatment for pancreatitis. This had been his third admission for the same 

illness, and hospital practitioners were exasperated by his choice to continue drink-

ing despite being repeatedly told it would cause irreparable damage to his pancreas 

from which he would be unlikely to survive. I met him in a side-room on the ward. 

He sat in his pyjamas in the corner of  the room, thin and ashen looking, with a 

worried frown fixed across his face. Our conversation was initially stilted and I was 

trying hard not to replicate the lectures and sermons he was likely to have already 

received from hospital staff. As we talked I was able to piece together bits of  infor-

mation about his current circumstances: he lived alone, he was unemployed, and his 

only family contact was with a brother who visited to check on him occasionally. He 

started to relax into the conversation and then talked about his long struggles with 

alcohol: his drinking had begun in his early teens; it had provided him with confi-

dence and friendships; he had had some serious motor vehicle accidents; he had 

tried to stop drinking but soon continued; he had lost friends, jobs, and family rela-

tionships; and in response he had increasingly sought intoxication as a refuge. He 

admitted this was not the way he wanted to be and declared that this time when he 

returned home he was going to stop for good. Somehow I felt unconvinced. 

Although he stared intensely into my eyes as he said this, his words sounded vaguely 

like something he had stated many times before; somewhat similar to those routine 

declarations one makes at church services or at New Year’s Eve celebrations. I 

offered to meet with him further, and we negotiated a time later that week. 

Unsurprisingly, I never saw him again, and several months later I heard he had been 

readmitted with acute pancreatitis and had subsequently died. 

This was one of  my first solid encounters with the power that addictions can exert 

in a person’s life. I had been brought up in a home free from the effects of  addictions, 

so this early professional exposure left me with many troubling questions. What could 

we have done differently? Could we have locked him up for his own protection? Could 
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we have developed a secure monitoring regime to prevent his drinking? Was there a 

psychological strategy that we could use to switch his commitment to drinking? Maybe 

there is a drug that we could use that might help him change? Somehow none of  these 

possibilities seemed viable, and when I searched my psychology texts I found they 

offered little in terms of  satisfactory directions. I was left wondering what inner force 

could be so powerful that a person would knowingly risk everything including his life. 

On the surface it appeared to violate all we know about the human struggle for sur-

vival, and it was hard to think of  any organism that would work so consistently on its 

nonsurvival. As my career led me into further—and similarly humbling—exposures to 

people struggling with addictions, I found my initial let’s-get-in-and-fix-it attitude 

tempered progressively through recognition of  the scale of  the problem. I encoun-

tered with increasing regularity the many dramatic ways addictions impact on others 

living close by: partners feel trapped in loveless marriages, children suffer abuse and 

neglect, parents face ongoing loss and despair, and friends encounter deceit and 

betrayal. The question troubling me then widened to, How is it possible that over the 

course of  many years such a large number of  people in our communities willfully and 

knowingly pursue relationships with something addictive to an extent that it causes 

significant harm to them and the people they love? What is the psychological and 

social infrastructure that makes this possible? 

Writing and reading are two contributory parts of  the social event of  written com-

munication. While the act of  writing and the act of  reading seldom occur simultane-

ously, writers and readers still form a social connection via a variable time delay, and it 

is worth at this point to consider some of  the factors that might influence both parties 

in their willingness to engage with this book. On the writing side, my primary motive 

for undertaking this project was to provide a clear description of  what it might mean 

to view addictions as social events; in other words, to bring the diverse world of  social 

theory closer in order for it to shed light on the perplexing question of  why addictions 

persist. To this end, the book provides a step-by-step guide to looking at addictions in 

terms of  relationships and family systems and extends this understanding onto inter-

actions within wider social networks. On the reading side, the book is worth exploring 

because it opens up what readers will discover is a radically different way of  looking 

at addictions. Rather than a solitary experience, addictions are seen as forming, inten-

sifying, and dissolving in a social world. Accordingly, the book has something to offer 

both the professional and the lay reader. For professional readers, including specialist 

addiction practitioners, general health workers, and community professionals, it pro-

vides a uniquely systematic account of  how addictions could be approached in social 

terms. The final chapters also outline how these might translate into self-help strate-

gies, community responses, and improvements in clinical practice. For lay readers, 

including those struggling with addiction, family members, or people simply curious 

about this major social issue, the book provides an accessible account of  what is hap-

pening in addictive contexts and how each person involved might respond.

Peter J. Adams, March 2007
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